
TYSL Board Meeting 
January 14, 2014 

                   
 
 
Present: Serg Sessa, Jonathan Ciampa, Laura Catanzano, Mike Paige, Annmarie Viets, Arnie 
Eskenas, Mo Melanson, Nicole Fields, Mike Cahill, Stacey Finnegan, Denise Welch, Jorge Melo, Tom 
Porzio, John MacMullin 
Absent: Tom Branchaud 
TYSL Members: David Marquis, Todd Keene, Kristen Keane, Scott Robillard, Katie Robillard, 
Kristen Palomino, Beth Cunningham 

Agenda Item Discussion Action 

Call to order Motion to start the meeting by Laura, second by Jonathan   

Minutes Maureen 
Minutes presented by Maureen. Motion by Tom to accept. Second by 
Jonathan 

 

Policy  Request to Play Up: Review recommendations/amendments/parent letters 
Parents are here to request review of the policy. One parent of each couple 
are asked to speak in the interest of time. Ground rules for speaking are set.  
 
There is a disciplinary board or 4 in place if needed to review facts, discuss 
with parties and take action if needed. 
 
TYLS member speaker: Kristen Keane (Kristen and Todd Keane)  
*Moving children midseason is concerning and detrimental to their 
wellbeing.  
* Concerns with inconsistent coaching, town pass 
Suggestions - move kids up and increase team numbers or have try outs in 
the Spring  
 
TYSL Member speaker: Todd Robillard (Todd and Katie Robillard)  
*Submission of emails between Paul Figucia on September 24, November 8, 
November 26, and December 18, 2013 and his team. 
*The policy needs to be updated in order to keep focus on the mission 
statement 
*Why is there an evaluation process if it is not used to improve the 
league/coaching staff? 
*Town pass has its place if used correctly 
 
TYSL Member speaker: Krissy Palomino -  
*Need to take a step back and take a look at the policy in place. Kids have a 
right to move up, but there is no way to do right by the kids by dropping. No 
feedback was given, so how can these dropped players improve? 
*Coaching suggestions - there has been a communication breakdown.  
*Policy put in place that when a parent brings forth an issue, it needs to be 
documented. 
 
Serg - Thanks the parents for coming. The board will look into the policy. 
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Coaches are not supposed to go out and recruit.  
 
Policy - what needs to be done? 
Evaluations - 1st year in place - maybe need to watch coaches to see how 
they are progressing.  

Board Discussion Reasoning for two girls, in question, being dropped via email from coach in 
question. It was verbally discussed before the drops were made and then put 
into writing after.  
Policy needs to be revamped 

 

Policy Mike has put a suggestion policy in place. Take a look, add/remove ideas to 
discuss to put in place after the spring. We will revisit at the February 
meeting.  
 
Mike proposes a subcommittee policy to work on the website to update it 
and make it more user friendly. Possibility of intertown teams to help with 
numbers. 

 

Coaching  Coach in question: discussion from board members.  
Evaluations need to be reviewed, documentation needs to be done for a 
record to make things better for TYSL. 
Disciplinary review board - the age director, player coach development, 
president, referee.  
Disciplinary committee needs to meet with the coach for clarification and 
recommendations.  
Town pass policy needs to be put in place to evaluate the need for using the 
town pass.  
Recommendation from the board to have the disciplinary committee talk to 
the coaches, then the Paul, compile information and present it to the board.    

 

President 
tournament  

Tom 
Emails are going, but there has been no cost yet. As of now, we may have a 
U10 boys and U12 girls bracket. Waiting to hear.  

 

On Field 
Registration 

John  
Took paper print out of online form and removed the uniform section. The 
waivers need to be signed. Unless it's MYSA sanctioned, players may not be 
covered by our insurance. 

 

Golf Tournament
  

Tom would like to do some research for a fundraising golf tournament for 
the end of spring/start of summer. Will look into it 

 

Adjourn Motion to adjourn made by Laura, second by Jorge   


